Effects of rapid ascent on the heart rate variability of individuals with and without acute mountain sickness.
Through time- and frequency-domain analysis, we compared the effects of acute hypobaric hypoxia on the changes in heart rate variability (HRV) following night sleeping and morning awakening in individuals with and without acute mountain sickness (AMS). Thirty-nine nonacclimatised healthy individuals were transported by bus from sea level to 3150 m within 3 h. Short-term HRV was measured two times a day-before sleeping (BS) and after awakening (AA)- at 3 days before ascent (T0), two consecutive nights at 3150 m (T1 and T2), and 2 days after descent (T3). AMS was diagnosed using the self-reported Lake Louise score questionnaire. AMS developed in 19 of 39 participants (48.7%). At sea level, individuals had higher HRV at AA than at BS, and the trend of increased HRV at AA remained unchanged at high altitude, irrespective of AMS. At T1 BS, low-frequency power in normalised unit was significantly lower in participants with AMS than in those without AMS. Compared with those at T1 BS, the square root of the mean squared differences of successive normal-normal (NN) intervals, the number of interval differences of successive NN intervals more than 50 ms (NN50), and the proportion derived by dividing NN50 by the total number of NN intervals at T1 AA significantly increased in participants without AMS but nonsignificantly decreased in those with AMS. After rapid ascent, individuals with AMS did not demonstrate sympathetic hyperactivity but did exhibit withdrawal of cardiac vagal modulation in the morning following the first night's sleep.